Simply the

MOST DIVERSE CIVIL
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
in Australia

Hydro Excavations
Hydro excavation is a revolutionary non-mechanical
and non-destructive process which combines
pressurized water and a high flow of moving air to
simultaneously excavate and evacuate native soils
at a controlled rate.
Breakthrough have a fleet of ‘Hydrovacs’ across the
company and can service any size commercial or
residential project.
Possible applications of the hydrovac include:
PO Box 1250
Palmerston NT 0831
P: 1300breakoz

> Replacement of pipes and fittings

HEAD OFFICE
21 Bombala Street,
Garbutt QLD 4814
P: 1300breakoz

> R
 enovation and new installation of gas-,
water-, heating pipes, cables and disposal lines
> Exploratory excavations
> Railway trackside maintenance and repair
> Clearing away environmental damage

PO Box 12
Grange QLD 4051
P: 1300breakoz

> R
 eplacement of contaminated soil around the
roots of trees

Servicing commercial,
industrial and
residential clients
alike in regional and
metropolitan areas 
of Queensland, the
Northern Territory and
the ACT with an advanced
fleet of concrete cutting
and demolition equipment.
Our adage has always been and
remains the same; we offer solutions
and we work anywhere anytime.
Our knowledge and expertise with
concrete cutting, demolition and asbestos
removal methodology is unsurpassed with
over 25 years experience in the industry.

> Removal of material in demolition projects
> Cleaning blocked street gutters & gullies
> Leaf removal
> Application for special operations

www.thebreakthroughgroup.com.au

HEAD OFFICE
41 Mt Milman Drive,
Smithfield QLD 4878
P: 07 4038 8777
F: 07 4038 2833
E: info@thebreakthroughgroup.com.au

The Breakthrough Group Australia
The Breakthrough Group Australia

Breakthrough specialises in the
projects whereby others baulk;
we offer solutions not problems.
Breakthrough work with clients to provide
a transparent, quality enhanced service.
Our staff are highly trained and provide the
utmost customer service for every job.

concrete cutting

demolition

The founding base of the company.
An unsurpassed 26 years industry
utilising leasing technology and
methodology to complete any
size commercial, industrial
or residential project.
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Hand saw    
Ring Saw
Dragon Saw
Track sawing
Road Sawing
Wire Saw

   

asbestos removal

Breakthrough has surrounded itself with the people
who will bring out the best in the company.
We have led the way in regional Queensland and the
Northern territory with a vast array of excavators and
attachments to ensure that no project is too big.
From 1 tonne to 45 tonne, Breakthrough has the plant
to complete your job.
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45 tonne excavator
>
30 tonne long arm		
Grapple
>
Pulveriser
>

Remote Control
Brokk excavator
Rock Saw attachment
Rockbreaker		

Asbestos is quite rightly a dirty word. We do not shy away from
our health and safety obligations for our staff, our clients and the
public at large.
Breakthrough holds an A Class (Friable) asbestos removal licence
availing us to remove asbestos in any state.
Our equipment is second to none and we own and maintain a
number of decontamination units across the company allowing us
to manage multiple Friable projects at anytime.

Breakthrough have a senior project manager with
many years experience with complex asbestos removal
projects and an abundance of an A class asbestos
removal workers to assist with any size project
whether it be the small residential or the large scale
commercial; we do it all.
Different types and locations of asbestos
> Raw material
> Sheeting
> Pipe insulation		

civil works
The Breakthrough Group’s unique civil division
has an excellent reputation for delivering safe,
reliable and cost-effective project outcomes across
North Queensland and the Northern Territory.
Employees are specialists in their field and use
modern and well maintained plant and equipment
to deliver projects within budget, and at the highest
quality possible.
Breakthrough Group offers a diverse portfolio of
service for civil works ranging from but not limited to:

> Insulation

> Civil Engineering

> Ceiling tiles

> Project Management

Put simply do not risk it call the experts at
Breakthrough for your asbestos project.

> Bulk Earthworks
> Water Reticulation
> Retaining Walls
> Concrete Pavements, Structural Footings, Slabs,
Footpaths and Structures
> Rehabilitation and Wetland Works
> Subsoil Drainage and installation
> Site preparation, bulk haulage of materials
& carting away
> Stormwater drainage components & concrete pipe
removal & replacement
> Associated Environmental Works
The diverse nature of Breakthrough allow us to
combine both the Demolition and Civil packages
together on site for works including those which
entail the demolition of structures and the
subsequent civil remediation of the site.

